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COURSE OUTLINE

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS
In-depth understanding of vulnerable

1. AT - 101

transactions from international and domestic

Basic theories behind reversal of avoidance transactions ("AT") and concepts allied to that.

perspective.

Every Chapter covers the
following:

2. Preferential Transactions

Case study approach to relate with the
practical aspects of avoidable transactions.
Comparative study of three different
jurisdictions viz.
India & UK - Creditor-in-control
USA - Debtor-in-control
Course delivery on "DigitalChalk" platform

Transactions intended to disturb the pari-passu distribution assets in the liquidation of
Corporate Debtor.

- Anatomy of respective
legislative provisions
through judicial and
commercial lens under

3. Undervalued Transactions
Transactions where the value of consideration received by the Corporate Debtor is
significantly less than the value of consideration provided by such Corporate Debtors
including the case of gifts including pauline action.

insolvency laws of India,
USA and UK;
- One case study each
from India, USA and UK

4. Extortionate Credit Transactions

perspective;

Transactions where the Corporate Debtor has been required to make exorbitant payments to
the lender of such credit.

- MCQs for self-analysis

which can also be accessed on Mobile
browsers.
100% online with downloadable resources

5. Fraudulent Trading
Carrying out of the business with the intent to defraud its creditors or for any fraudulent
purpose.

6. Wrongful Trading
Failure to take reasonable steps to reduce the potential loss to the creditor
when there is no possibility of avoiding the commencement of CIRP.

INR 3,500/per
registration

Special Launch Offer*

7. Other International Jurisprudence
Glimpse on how other International Jurisdictions treat these transactions.

* Valid only till April 15, 2020

March 20,
2020
Registrations Open

ABOUT US
VirtuaLaw.in is a virtual platform that endeavours to provide
continuous learning opportunity for professionals like
lawyers, company secretaries, chartered accountants and
cost accountants.
VirtuaLaw.in entered the virtual space in 2017 and being a
team of young professionals, we know the struggle!
Complicated legal concept through simple infographics is
how we deliver. Flipping through those thousand paged
books to learn a concept, now can be learnt through our
videos in minutes.

Team VirtuaLaw
RESEARCH SQUAD:
Mr Aditya Gupta, CA - The Uncoventional
Mr Araventhan, MBA (Fin.) - The Intrapreneur
Mr Kunwarpreet Singh, CS - Problem Solver
Mr Manoj Basniwal, CA - Problem Creator
Mr Prakul Thadi, CS - The Interpretator
Mr Vijay Sekar, B.Com, LL.B - The Outlier

Continue to stay curious and don’t worry, we have it ready
for you. Find the difference in you by yourself. We are
happy to help you through our journey!
Welcome to VirtuaLaw.in!
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Get ready for a
great learning
experience!

www.virtualaw.in

WHAT CAN YOU
EXPECT?
Detailed understanding of the law dealing with
avoidance transactions.
A global perspective on avoidance transactions.
Case studies on every transaction.
VL Infographic for quick revisiting of the
subject.
Well-researched study material.
Discussion Forum

WHO CAN BENEFIT?
- Insolvency Professionals and their shadow teams
- Aspiring Insolvency Professionals
- CA/CS/CMA and other professionals working on CIRP Projects
- Transaction Auditors
- Law/CA/CS/CMA students

FOLLOW US ON
https://www.facebook.com/Virtualaw.in/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/virtualaw-in
https://twitter.com/LawVirtua
https://www.instagram.com/virtualaw.in/
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